PUMBAA & TIMON’S
BUG BUFFET!

Present your guests with a nutritious and delicious Bug Buffet, by trying these fun and fruity ideas!

Lady-Berry Bugs

Green Fig Beetle
Body – Green fig half split halfway up the center. Head – Fig top attached with toothpick. Eyes – champagne grape halves stuck on with honey.

Blue Nanapede
Body – Banana with notches cut along the side and blueberries lined up on the back. Head – Blackberry attached with a toothpick.

Giant Kiwi Bug
Body – Kiwi half split partway down the back. Head – Kiwi top attached with toothpick. Eyes – champagne grape halves stuck on with honey.

Ant Appetizer
Celery stalks, peanut butter and raisins or dried cranberries. Fill the center channel of your celery with peanut butter and raisins as shown. Have fun trying to make the habitat look as real as possible!

Things you will need: TOOTHPICKS (for assembling), HONEY (for stickiness), FRUIT (for making yummy bugs)

AVAILABLE ON DIGITAL HD AUGUST 15
AND ON BLU-RAY™ AUGUST 29